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about how they craft songs, since they’re still in
deserved my respect, then there were others
the early throes of success and exploring ways to
whose music I absolutely lived and breathed. I
do it. I was interested in longevity.
went to those interviews with perhaps a greater
depth of knowledge about individual songs - for
So yes, the Hall of Fame in
instance, I didn’t have to do research for Little
its new format (and I hope
River Band (Glenn Shorrock and Graeham Goble) or it’s done like that every year)
Sherbet (Garth Porter). Having said that, I still sat
is a fabulous thing to honour
down and listened to all their work in chronological the living history of our
order to prepare for the interviews, because when I music.
was 16 years old I wasn’t listening to how songs
All the songwriters in my book
were crafted, I was just enjoying the whole
are still working songwriters.
experience. So to look back at what might have
They might not have the same
inspired those songs and then fashion intelligent
level of commercial success
and provocative questions still required some
now that they once did but they
work. However, part of the joy was actually
all believe they’re writing better
experiencing the music of songwriters whose work songs than ever - yet radio
I had not been a fan of or had avoided for
won’t play them. Unless you
whatever reason - Nick Cave is a classic. Then
want to go to an RSL club you
there were others, such as Midnight Oil or Mental
won’t get to hear these artists much and even then
As Anything, who I hadn’t realised had made such
the audience only wants the greatest hits. So
a great impression on me. Of course I would
there’s a recurring theme throughout the
hear their songs on the radio, but I
book, right through to songwriters who
never realised how much their
were big in the 80s, about
“I do think it is
music was embedded in my
appreciating their work today
a
‘one
stop
shop’
subconscious. I’ve loved music
when they really believe they’re
and most of the key
since I could turn on a radio,
writing better songs than ever.
players in Australian
so without a doubt all my
James Reyne will always be
music over the last halfexperiences of being a music
century are in there. And
best known for Reckless but,
fan went into the creation of
I’ll take it on the chin if
as he says, the songs he writes
this book.”
anyone has criticism
now are probably much better.”
about who’s been
Do you think the recent
It is quite a unique book in that
left out”
inaugural Hall of Fame awards
it’s like a ‘one stop shop’ for any
will add focus to Australia’s
Australia music fan. How did you
musical icons and in turn increase
narrow down the list to just forty-five? I
interest in your book?
know you unfortunately missed out on Slim

“I think the timing is really good. There was a
really interesting piece Bernard Zuel wrote in the
Sydney Morning Herald after the Hall of Fame
awards, about there finally being an increased
respect for our past, which I guess started with
Long Way To The Top. Australia has always been a
little bit embarrassed about our cultural past, and
as I say in Garth Porter’s chapter, time has smiled
quite fondly on Sherbet. I think Howzat! is one of
the greatest pop songs of the 70s.
There is definitely a historical focus in my book
because I was more interested in talking to more
established songwriters than younger songwriters
who perhaps haven’t had enough time to think

Dusty…
“I literally just missed out on Slim because he
passed away but I spoke to [his wife] Joy McKean
who is every bit as important as a songwriter and
such a wonderful person. When I originally drew up
my list there were over a hundred names but then
I whittled it down to sixty-two and that’s what I
took with my book proposal to publishers. I got the
deal on the basis of that but because of the
desired length and depth of interviews, as I
progressed it became clear that it was impossible.
As it is, my publisher went a hundred pages over
what they’d originally planned. It really came down
to who I thought were the essentials. I know that

people will have some ideas about who’s been left
out. It’s like when I did the publicity for the 10 Best
Australian Songs for APRA’s 75th
anniversary and everyone had an
opinion about what song should be
there. If this goes well and we do an
expanded edition down the track, I
could immediately think of ten more
people to interview. But yes, I do think
it is a ‘one stop shop’ and most of the
key players in Australian music over
the last half-century are in there. And
I’ll take it on the chin if anyone has
criticism about who’s been left out.”

How did the idea of a double CD
compilation (also called
Songwriters Speak and featuring
various tracks from interviewees) come about?
Did somebody from FMR approach you or did
you shop the idea around the various record
companies?
“Dean McLachlan asked me if FMR could do it.
When I was looking for research material for the
book, I went to all the record companies that had
product that could help me and since so many
artists were involved with FMR over the years I
requested a lot of music from them. In the process
of this happening Dean said, ‘Can we please do
this as a compilation? This is an incredible
project!’ These days, CD compilations tied in with
books and TV shows happen all the time but this
one is different because Dean let me choose the
tracklisting, and I wanted the focus to be the
songwriters. So you do have some of the classic
hits in there but you also have a lot of album cuts
and particular favourites of songwriters that I
spoke to. There was no way I was going to choose
Eagle Rock to represent Ross Wilson. Too
predictable! When I asked him what his favourite
song was it was actually Cool World (one of his
Mondo Rock songs). And there are even a couple
of songs by overseas artists that were written by
Australians. How often will you have Slim Dusty,
Nick Cave, Cliff Richard, Silverchair and Sherbet all
on the same CD? That’s pretty wild. It was fun
putting it all together.”

Songwriters Speak: Conversations about
creating music is published by Limelight Press.
More info at www.songwritersspeak.com

Debbie Kruger, with (L-R) members of Midnight Oil; Rolf Harris; Martin
Plaza and Greedy Smith from Mental As Anything
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